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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we prove several results on the rational approximation of 
analytic functions over certain compact subsets of a Banach space E with 
the approximation property. An important tool in the proof of these results is 
a generalized version of the Silov-Arens-Calderon-Waelbroeck theorem. 
This theorem is proved in Section 2. As an application of this result a simple 
proof of the Oka-Weil theorem in E is given. This proof allows us to state a 
result on approximation of continuous functions by polynomials over totally 
disconnected polynomially convex compact subsets of E. A vector-valued 
version of the Oka-Weil theorem is proved and we show that the vector 
Oka-Weil property for a Banach space implies the approximation property. 
The rational functions on an open subset U of E are introduced in the third 
section. The normal envelope of rationality U,, is constructed as a subset of 
E. These results are fundamental for the understanding of Section 4, where 
we prove Oka-Weil type theorems concerning the approximation of 
continuous functions by rational functions. Some results relating rational. 
polynomial, and holomorphic convexity are proved. When E has the 
bounded approximation property we show that U, is a domain of 
holomorphy. 
The notations and the basic results on infinite dimensional holomorphy 
may be found in Dineen [S], Nachbin [ lo], and Noverraz Ill 1. The main 
reference for the theory of Banach algebras is Rickart [ 13 I. 
We wish to thank Dr. Jorge Mujica for helpful discussions on the subject 
of this article. 
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2. THE GENERALIZED SILOV THEOREM AND THE 
OKA-WEIL PROPERTY 
We consider a complex Banach space E and a complex commutative 
Banach algebra L& with identity e. The spectrum Y(d) of zi’ as usual is 
endowed with the weakest topology making 
a^:Y(d)-c 
h - a^@) = h(a) 
continuous for all u in d. The Banach space of all continuous mappings 
from Y(J) into E under the supremum norm is denoted ~(.Y’(-pP); E). 
When E = C the notation is %Y(.Y’(&)). We write 2 = {a^; a E d) c 
~‘(~(-4>* 
2.1. DEFINITION. A continuous mapping F from Y(-pP) into E is called 
normal if it is in the closure of the tensor product J? @E of .J? and E in 
@VW->; El. 
It is clear that FE GY(Y(M’); E) is normal if and only if for every integer 
12 > 0 there are lineary independent elements b,,j E E, j = l,..., k,, and 
elements LZ,,~ E d, j = l,..., k,, such that 
IIF, - W)/I < ;T Vh E Y(d), @l) 
where 
F,(h) = z a^,,j(h) b”,j, 
j=l 
Vh EY(d). (2.4 
Since the image of F, is naturally homeomorphic to the joint spectrum 
o(a,,l v--*3 un,k,) of un,j,j= lY**, k,, it is quite canonical to say that the image 
of F is its spectrum a(F). It is very simple to show that when E = C”, F is 
normal if and only if F = (a^i ,..., a^,) for some a, ,..., a, E &. In this case 
o(F) = o(u, ,..., a,). 
2.2. EXAMPLES. (a) If (a,)?= i c & and (b,),“= , c E are sequences such 
that 
f II4 llbnll < +a~ 
n=l 
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then the mapping FE GY(,Y’(&); E), given by 
F(h) = f 6,(h) b,, 
n=, 
Vh E .Y (J&f) (2.3 ) 
is normal. Special cases of this example are obtained when we consider 
(i) E with Schauder basis (b,):. , , /jbJ = 1, n = l,..., and 
(a,):=, c & such that Czz, a, is absolutely convergent. 
(ii) E = fp, 1 <p < + co, and (a,,):=, c .&’ such that 
(b) If K is a compact subset of E and J&’ = G?(K), then we know that 
for each h E Y(d) there is a unique element ah E K such that h(f) =f(a,), 
tih E P’(&‘). Hence we may identify .iL(&) and K topologically. If E has 
the approximation property we know that (2.1) and (2.2) are true with F 
being the inclusion mapping from K into E. Therefore this mapping is 
normal. 
When .& is a uniform algebra over a Hausdorff compact topological 
space X, we know that X can be identified topologically to a compact subset 
of ,i”(,&) through the mappingj from X into P’(d) given byj(x)(f) =f(x) 
for all fE ,d and x E X. Hence we can always consider Xc >V’(&‘). 
2.3. THEOREM. Let E be a complex Banach space and M a uniform 
algebra over X. If FE %?(Y(.Js’); E) IS normal and g is a holomorphic 
function in an open subset U of E containing a(F), then g 0 F 1 X E -4. 
When E = C” this result is the Silov-Arens-Calderon-Waelbroeck 
theorem in the special case of uniform algebras. See Silov [ 16 1, Arens and 
Calderon 131, and Waelbroeck [ 171. 
We need the following auxiliary result: 
2.4. LEMMA. If K is a compact subset of a complex Banach space E and 
g is a holomorphic function in an open subset U of E, then for every F > 0 
there is 6 > 0 such that x E K, y E B,(x) c U imply If(y) -f (x)1 < E. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. As we wrote before, for every integer n > 0, there 
are linearly independent elements b,,j E E, j = I,..., k,, and elements 
a,,jE.d, j= l,..., k,, satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). If n, > 0 is such that a(F) $ 
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B,,,JO) c U, we have a(F,) c U for every n > n,. If E, is the vector 
subspace of E generated by {b,,, ,..., bn,k,} we consider the natural mapping 
tyn:E,-C kn 
2 Yjbn j 
(2.4) 
j=l ’ 
- (Y, ?***9 yk,)’ 
The components of w,, are denoted by w,,~, j = l,..., k,, and we have 
I,u,,~ o F, = c?,,~ for j = l,..., k, and n > n,. Hence u,, = ~(a,,, ,..., an,k,) is 
equal to ty,Jc~(F,)) and f = g o w;’ is holomorphic in an open neighborhood 
of un. The classical Silov theorem implies that fo (a^,,j,***, Li,,k,)lx E d. 
Hence 
for n>n,. Since (F,)~=, converges to F uniformmly over Y(d), 
Lemma 2.4 with K = a(F) implies the convergence of (g 0 F,)F= I to g 0 F 
uniformly over Y(d). Hence g 0 FIX E d. 
2.5. Remark. In [ 18, 191 Waelbroeck suggests an infinite dimensional 
approach to holomorphic functional calculus. He considers the complete 
projective product J& k,, E of a commutative Banach algebra d with unity 
e and a Banach space E. If a E A? G,, E, we know that 
a= G a.@bj - J and ’ Il~jllIlbjll < +a. j=l Jr, 
For the case of uniform algebras his approach to the Silov theorem can be 
obtained from ours by the consideration of the normal mapping (2.3) as we 
have defined it in Example 2.2(a). 
When E is a complex Banach space the vector space of all complex 
continuous polynomials on E is denoted by Y(E) and its vector subspace of 
the finite-type polynomials by .YxE) (it is generated by the finite products of 
elements of E’ and constants). If K is a compact subset of E, the closures of 
.9(E) and 9AE) in g(K) are denoted, respectively, by Y(K) and YAK). It is 
clear that Y(K) and YAK) are uniform algebras over K. We recall that K is 
polynomially convex if it coincides with 
&,,, = {x E E; lJ’(x)l < lIPIlK = ;z; lW>l, VP E y”(E)} 
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and it is .YAE)-convex if it is equal to 
If E has the approximation property, then 3(E) is dense in 4(E) for the 
compact-open topology rO, 
I‘? 
the algebras .9AK) and .f(K) are equal and 
YA,,coincides with R,Y,,, for every compact subset K of E. 
As one application of Theorem 2.3 we give a short proof of the infinite 
dimensional version of the Oka-Weil theorem proved by Schottenloher ] 15 ]. 
See also Matyszczyk ]8 ] and Mujica ]9 ]. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let E be a complex Banach space with the approx- 
imation property. If K is a polynomially convex compact subset of E and g is 
a holomorphic function in an open neighborhood of K, then there is a 
sequence of elements of -P(E) converging to g uniformlv over K. As a matter 
of fact we may take the sequence in ?kE). 
Proof. If h E .Y(,Y(K) there is a unique x,, E K such that h(P) = P(s,) 
for every P in <Y(E). This is clear for P E E’ via the Mackey theorem with 
.K~ in the closed convex hull T(K) of K in E. Hence this is true for all 
P E YAE) and, consequently, for all P E .P(E). This implies that 
xh E K ,Y(E) = K. Since the mapping h E .Y (.9(K)) + xh E E is continuous. 
we may identify .?(,Y(K)) and K topologically. If we consider F as the 
inclusion mapping from K into E, then by the approximation property we get 
F normal. Thus Theorem 2.3 implies that g 0 Fl K = gl K E, 4(K) and our 
result is true. 
We remark that with essentially the same proofs, Theorem 2.3 holds for 
any separated locally convex space E and Theorem 2.6 for any separated 
quasi-complete locally convex space E with the approximation property. In 
] 15 ] this was proved for Frechet spaces with the approximation property. In 
19 ], with a different proof, the result was proved for quasi-complete locally 
convex spaces with the approximation property. The proofs for the Frechet 
space case do not work for the more general case. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. If E is a complex Banach space with the approx- 
imation property and K is a totally disconnected compact subset of E which 
is polevnomially convex, then .9(K) = g(K). 
Proof. It is a known corollary to the Silov idempotent theorem that if .V 
is a uniform algebra over X such that , V (>Q’) is totally disconnected, then 
.cy” = g(X). See Wermer [20]. In the proof of 2.6 we have proved that 
K = .U’(..&‘) when .d = .P(K). 
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If (x,)~= i is a convergent sequence in a Banach space and x = lim, -oo x, , 
then 
K = {x} U {x,; n = 1,2,...} 
is a compact subset which is polynomially convex and totally disconnected. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let E be a complex Banach space with the approx- 
imation property. If K is a polynomially convex compact subset of E and g is 
a holomorphic mapping from an open neighborhood of K into a locally 
convex space G, then there is a sequence of continuous polynomials from E 
into G converging to g untformly over K. As a matter offact we may take the 
sequence of polynomials in 5AE) @ G. 
Proof Aron and Schottenloher proved in (2 ] that Z(U) @ G is r,-dense 
in X( U, G) if U is a nonvoid finitely Runge open subset of E. Here Z( u> = 
Z(U, C) and Z(U; G) is the vector space of all holomorphic mappings 
from U into G. An argument due to Ligocka [7] shows that if V is an open 
subset of E containing K, it is possible to find an open polynomially convex 
(hence finitely Runge) subset U of E such that K c U c I’. Thus if 
g E Z( V, G) we may consider g in Z(U, G) and we find a sequence 
(gj>i",l, in Z(U) @ G converging to g uniformly over K. An application of 
Theorem 2.3 implies that for each j = 1, 2,..., there is a sequence of elements 
of YAE) @ G converging to gj uniformly over K. Now our result follows 
easily. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let E be a complex Banach space with the approx- 
imation property. If K is a totally disconnected polynomially convex compact 
subset of E, then every g E Q(K; G) can be uniformly approximated over K 
by elements of TJE) @ G. 
Proof This is a consequence of Proposition 2.7 and the known fact that 
g(K) 0 G is dense in %Y(K; G) for the topology of uniform convergence over 
K (this density result does not need the approximation property in E; see 
Prolla [ 121). 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let E be a complex Banach space. If for every 
polynomially convex compact subset K of E, for every locally convex space G 
and for every holomorphic function g from an open neighborhood of K into G 
there is a sequence (Pj)j”, of continuous polynomials from E into G, with 
finite-dimensional ranges converging to g uniformly over K, then E has the 
approximation property. 
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Proof The hypothesis imply that E has the holomorphic approximation 
property. The result follows from Theorem 2.2 of Aron and Schottenloher 
121. 
OPEN PROBLEM. Scalar Oka-Weil theorem * approximation property? 
3. RATIONAL FUNCTIONS AND ENVELOPES OF RATIONALITY 
Before we prove results on rational approximation we need a few 
preliminary results about rational functions. 
In these two last paragraphs E is always a complex Banach space with the 
approximation property, 7“ is the set of all absolutely convex open 
neighborhoods of 0 in E and U is a nonvoid open subset of E. 
3.1. DEFINITION. We denote by 3?(U) the set of all fE Z(U) such that 
there are P, Q E 9(E), Q f 0, satisfying f(x) = P(x)/Q(x) for all 
x E U, x 6C Q-‘(O). The elements of 9(U) are called rutionaf functions in U. 
In .9(U) we consider the compact-open topology r,,. 
It is easy to show that 9(U) is a topological algebra such that d”f( ) u 
belongs to 3(U) for al1fE .9?(U), u E E, and n E N. 
3.2. DEFINITION. If (X,p) is a Riemann domain over E, we say that 
(U, X) is a rational extension pair if U can be identified to an open subset of 
X through a biholomorphism from U onto this open subset of X and everyf 
in Z(U) has a holomorphic extension TE R(X). Then we denote .9(X) the 
algebra of all fE Z(X) such that f E B?(U). In .2(X) we consider the 
topology rO. We say that a rational extension pair (U, X) is normal if the 
algebraic isomorphism fE 9(U) +fE 9(X) is also a homeomorphism. We 
say that a Riemann domain (Y, q) over E is a normal envelope of rational& 
of U if (U, Y) is a normal rational extension pair such that 3?(Y) separates 
the points of Y and (Y, q) is maxima1 in the following sense: if (U, X) is 
rational extension pair which is normal and .9(X) separates the points of X, 
then X can be identified to an open subset of Y through a biholomorphism 
preserving the points of U. 
We are going to show that there is a unique open subset U, of E which is 
a normal envelope of rationality of U. Before this is done we need a few 
preliminary results which are similar to those proved by Rossi (for tinite- 
dimensional spaces; see [ 14]), and Alexander (for Banach spaces; see [ 11) in 
order to construct the (normal) envelope of holomorphy of an open set. 
We denote by 9(9(U)) the set of all nonzero continuous homomorphims 
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from 2(U) onto C. If h E <Y(.W(U)) there is a compact subset K of U such 
that 
Ih( G IlfllK, VfE 9(U). 
We indicate this fact writing h < K. By a result of Mackey in the theory of 
locally convex spaces there is a unique ah E T(K) such that h(q) = q(a) for 
all p E E’ whenever h < K. We write n(h) = a,,. If VE Y is such that 
K + Vc U, we consider h < K and we write N(h, V) = {h,; u E V), where 
h,(f)= f (n!)-‘h(&-(+) 
?I=0 
for all f in 9(U). Cauchy’s inequalities help us to show that h, is in 
,i”(A?(U)) and h, < K,,, for u E V, where K,,, = K + {An; IA/ <p} and p > 1 
is such that pv E V. In 9(9(U)) we consider the weakest topology which 
have (N(h, V); VE 7 with K + Vc U} as a local base at h < K. This 
topology makes 7c : Y(3?( U)) + E a local homeomorphism such that 
nlN(h, v) is a homeomorphism between N(h, V) and n(h) + V with z(h,) = 
x(h) + u. Hence (9(9(U)), ) rr is a Riemann domain over E. For each f in 
9(U) we define 
J‘: 9(9(U)) - c 
h -J;(h) = h(f). 
It is possible to show that f~~(~(.9(U))) by proving that 
fo (zlN(h, V)))’ is in R(z(h) + V). 
3.3. THEOREM. The mapping 7c is a biholomorphism between ,i”(9(U)) 
and an open subset U, of E such that: 
(a) (U, U,) is a normal rational extension pair, hence (U, 9(9’(U))) 
is a normal rational extension pair. 
(b) If K is a compact subset of U, then x identtpes the set 
YK(A?(U)) = {h E 9(9(U)); h < K} with 
R 9(U9) = {x E u,; If(x)I & Ilf IIKT Vf E WU)l* 
(cl G(“,, is a compact subset of US for every compact subset K 
of u. 
(d) U, is a normal envelope of rationality of U. 
Prooj Since E has the approximation property, we have 9AE) dense in 
9(E) for the r,-topology. This fact and the property h(q) = (p(z(h)) for all 
v, E E’ and h E 9(9(U)), imply that h(P) = P(n(h)) for every P E 9(E) 
and h E 9(9(U)). Let f be fixed in S(U). Hence there are P, Q E 9(E), 
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Q # 0, such that f(x) = P(x)/Q(x) f or all XE U, x@ Q-‘(O). We define 
f,(x) = P(x)/Q(x) for x E E, x & Q-‘(O). If h E Y(,+P(U)) either 
$WE\Q-‘(0) or n(h)E Q-‘(O). If rc(h)E~?Z\Q-~(0), then h(f)= 
h(P)/h(Q) = P(rc(h))/Q(rc(h)) =f,(~(h)). Now we consider the case 
r(h) E Q-‘(O). If V E 7’ is such that K + V c U with h < K, we know that 
J‘o (7qW, q- ’ is holomorphic in n(h) + I’. Since Q # 0, the interior of 
Q ‘(0) is empty and (z(h) + V)\Q- ‘(0) is dense in z(h) + I’. If 2’ E V is 
such that n(h) + v CG Q-‘(O) we have h,(f) =f,(n(h,.) =f,(rc(h) + o), as we 
have proved above. Since f(h,) =fo (zlN(h, I’)))’ (n(h) + a) we showed 
that f, defined in (n(h) + V)\Q- ‘(0) h as a unique holomorphic extension 
defined in n(h) + I’. We still denote this extension by f,. Hence we have 
h(f) =f,(rc(h)) for all h E 9(.9(U)) and fE .3(U). This fact implies the 
injectivity of rt, since rr(h ,) = z(hJ implies f, (z(h ,)) =f, (n(h,)), hence 
h,(f) = AZ(f) for all fE 9(U). It follows that rc is a homeomorphism 
between .Y’(,:A?(U)) and its image in E which we denote by U,9. Hence 7: 
induces a natural isomorphism between .9(U) and .‘9(U,) through the 
mapping f +f’=J‘o c’. It is clear that fl U,\Q- ‘(0) =f, 1 U,\Qp’(0), that 
is,f is a holomorphic extension off defined in U,. Now it is easy to see that ^ - 
4~~t@‘(u))) = Kczw,, 
. - 
= W). Sly K,,,i,gj is closed in U, and r(K) is 
compact. it is enough to show that Kc,,,,, is closed in E, in order to prove 
that it is compact. If h < K, and VE ?’ are such that K + Vc U, we know 
that n(N(h. I’)) = n(h) + I’. Hence d iCl, #, + VC U $. and Z? titC 9j is closed 
in E. We have proved (b), (c), and part of (a). In order to prove (a) 
completely it is enough to show that for every compact subset L of U,, there 
is a compact set KC U such that 
ll.n,. G 2 IlfllK~ VfE .8(U). (:g 1 
If x E L we know that there is L, c U compact such that i~(x)i < /If II,., for 
every f in 9(U). We consider an absolutely convex closed neighborhood V, 
of 0 in E such that x + 2V, c CT,, and L, + 2V, c U. Hence there is a finite 
cover of L by xi + VXi = xi + Vi, i = l,..., n. We consider Li = L,i and 
Ki=Li+ 0 l((L-(xi})nVi) 
I.1 I& 2 
for i = l,..., n. Then K = U ;=, Ki is a compact subset of U. If x E L there is 
i = l,..., n such that x - xi E Vi. Hence xi + n(x - xi) E U,, for all /A ( ,< 2. 
We have 
m=O 
< mTo (Wl!)-’ SUP ldmf (t)(Xedyi)l = (**). 
IEI., 
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By Cauchy’s inequalities 
W-l I~mfw(x - Xi>1 < 2-” IlfllK, 
for all t E L,, i = l,..., n. Hence 
(**> G f 2-” IlfllK,< 2 IlfllK. 
m=O 
It follows that (*) holds true. Now we prove (d). Let (U, Y) be a normal 
rational extension pair such that 9(Y) separates the points of Y. If 
fE 9(U) we denote by fE 9’(Y) the extension off to Y. We define 
by h9(f> =.%I f or all f E 9’(U). Since 9(Y) separates the points of Y it 
follows that J is injective. If y E Y and h =j(y) E 9(9(U)) there is a 
compact subset K of U such that h < K. We choose I/E P 1 such that 
K + Vc U and y + Vc Y. Here, as usual, y + V is the unique neighborhood 
of y in Y which is homeomorphic to q(y) + V with q being the local 
homeomorphism from Y into E. For all v E V we have 
j(y + v)(f) =f(y + u) = g (n!)-’ d”f(y)(u) 
n=o 
= + (ncGww > 0) =“$Y>,(f> 
ZO 
for every fE 9(U). Hence J is a local biholomorphism between Y and an 
open subset of 9(9(U)). It follows that (p = 71 ojis a local biholomorphism 
between Y and an open subset of U, preserving the points of U. This proves 
part (d). 
3.4. COROLLARY. (U,),= U,. 
4. RATIONAL APPROXIMATION AND RATIONAL CONVEXITY 
In this section E is a complex Banach space with the approximation 
property. 
4.1. DEFINITION. We say that a compact subset K of Us is S'(U,)- 
convex if K=R,(,,,. 
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4.2. THEOREM. If K is a compact subset of U, which is .%?(U,)-convex 
and g is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of K, then there is a 
sequence (fi)g=, of elements of 9?(U) such that (fj)F I converges to g 
uniformly over K. 
Proof We consider the uniform algebra ~8’ over K obtained by taking 
the closure of A?(U,) in V(K) for the supremum norm. It is simple to show 
that .V(-&) = YK(9(U,)) as sets and that 7~ ’ is continuous from 
I? 9CU9J = K onto Y(d). Since K is compact, K is homeomorphic to 
CY(L~). Thus the inclusion mapping from K into E is normal and, by 
Theorem 2.3. it follows that glK belongs to A&‘. 
4.3. DEFINITION. If K is a compact subset of E we consider H(K) = 
uKC( .=“?(U) and we define l?.=nKC,, Z?#(,, flli’) which is a compact subset 
of E. We say that K is rationally convex if K = I? #. 
4.4. THEOREM. If K is a rationally convex compact subset of E and g is 
a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of K, then there is a sequence 
(fj),? , of elements of 9(K) converging uniformly to g over K. 
Proof. We consider the algebra .d obtained by taking the closure of 
.rP(K) in g(K) for the supremum norm. If h E ,Y’(&‘) and U 2 K we have 
lh(f >I G llf IIK f or every f in 9(U). Hence h E ,YK(.9(U)) for every C: 
containing K. It follows that n(h) E nKCr, R,9cc,a, = k = K. On the other 
hand. if x is in K we have /f (x)1 < 11 f lIK for every f in LX(U) and U 1 K. 
Hence we can associate to x the element ,4(x) E Y(.J@‘) given by 
A(x)(f) = f (x) for every f in 9(K). It is simple to show that n(A(x)) = x 
and A(n(h)) = h for all x E K and h E ,5“(,54). It follows that A is a 
continuous bijection from K onto <Y”(J), hence a homeomorphism. Thus the 
inclusion from K into E is normal and Theorem 2.3 implies that gl K E .d. 
4.5. DEFINITION. (a) U is called S’(U)-convex if Z?,acr. @, n U is compact 
for every compact subset K of U. 
(b) U is strongly S(U)-convex if K9,1jX, c U for every compact 
subset K of U. 
(c) U is called rationally convex if k,,n I/ is compact for every 
compact subset K of U. 
(d) U is called strongly rationally convex if R,@ c U for every compact 
subset K of U. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) U is a .9(U)-convex, 
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(b) U is atrongly 9(U)-convex, 
(c) u= u,. 
Proof: It is trivial to see that (b) implies (a) and that (c) implies (b). 
From the construction of U, it is clear that x E U,, if and only if there is a 
compact subset K of U such that x E kgacvsj (see the proof of 3.3). Hence it 
is clear that (b) implies (c). Now we assume (a). If K is a compact subset of 
U we consider L = K,(“,,. Then L=L,UL, with L,=LnU (compact 
by (a)) and L, = L fY (E\U) (compact as a closed subset of a compact set) 
and L, n L, = 0. Thus we can find open subsets V, and V, which are 
disjoint and such that L, c V,, L, c V,, and L c V, U V2 = VC U,. Iff is 
the element of R’(V) given by f 1 I’, = 0 and f 1 V, = 1, then, by 4.2, there is 
g E .S?(U,,) such that I/ g - 1 IILz < i and )I g - Oll,dI < i. If t E L, we have 
which is not possible. Hence L, is empty and L is 
4.7. PROPOSITION. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) U is rationally convex, 
(b) U is strongly rationally convex. 
ProoJ It is imediate that (b) implies (a). The proof that (a) implies (b) is 
analogous to that of (a) implies (b) in Proposition 4.6. In this case it is an 
application of Theorem 4.4. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Consider the conditions: 
(a) U= U,. 
(b) 2(U) is t,-dense in Z(U). 
The?? (a) implies (b) and, if U is holomorphically convex, (b) implies (a). 
Prooj (a) * (b) is a consequence of Theorem 4.2. We recall that U is 
holomorphically convex if Rxcv, = {x E U; If(x)1 < IlfllK, VfER(U)} is 
compact for every compact subset K of U. If (b) is true, then it follows that 
Gw, = G(“gj n U for every compact subset K of U. Since U is 
holomorphically convex it follows that U is &8’(U)-convex. Hence, by 4.6, we 
have (a). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Consider the conditions 
(a) U is polynomially convex, 
(b) Y(E) is TO-dense in 9(U). 
Then (a) implies (b) and, if U = U,, (b) implies (a). 
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Proof. (a) + (b) is a consequence of Theorem 2.6. If (b) is true we can  ^
prove easily that K,(,,, 
 ^
n-U= KYtEj f7 U for every compact subset of K of 
U. Smce U = U,% we get K,(,,, f’ U compact by 4.6. Hence kYcE, f? U is 
compact. It follows that U is polynomially convex. 
4.10. THEOREM. Let U be such that S?(U) is TO-dense in ,X(U). Then 
(1) EveryfE Z(U) has a hofomorphic extensionfE W(U,,). 
(2) W(U) and X(U9) are homeomorphic for the topologies r,, . 
(3) .izl(U,) is to-dense in Z(U9). 
(4) U,, is a normal envelope of holomorphy of U. 
Proof. (1) Let (Qj)j,, be a net in .9(U) converging to f for the topology 
r,,. Then (Qj)j,, is a r,-Cauchy net in X(U). Consequently (ej)j,, is a r,,- 
Cauchy net in .W(U,). Hence it converges to some fE ?(LIy) for the 
topology rO. It is clear that f is a holomorphic extension of jY 
(3) Let g be an element of AW(U,). Then f = g/ U is in F(U) and, as in 
the proof of (1) we can show that f = g and J‘= lim Q,j for the r,,-topology, 
with Qj E .2(U,) for allj E J. 
(2) Since .F’(U) and 9(U,) are homeomorphic for the r,-topologies, (1) 
and (3) imply that .5?(U) and S(U,) are r,-homeomorphic. 
(4) This is a consequence of the above results and the fact that U,, is a 
normal envelope of rationality of U. 
4.11. COROLLARY. U:, is its own normal envelope of homomorphy. 
Proof. It is a consequence of 3.4, 4.8, and 4.10. 
4.12. THEOREM. If E is a Banach space with the bounded approximation 
propert?: and U is such that J?(U) is r,-dense in .F’(U), then Ii, is the 
envelope of holomorphy of U, unique up to biholomorphism. 
Proof. Since, by 4.10(3), .Z(U,,) is r,-dense in F(U,), we have 
h,.,,, - - K,,,z, for every compact subset K of U. Hence U,, is 
holomorphically convex, hence a domain of holomorphy by a result of 
Gruman and Kiselman [ 6 J ( see also [ 11, p. 991). This fact and 4.10(4) imply 
that U,, is the envelope of holomorphy of U. 
4.13. COROLLARY. If E has the bounded approximation property, then 
C’,, is a domain of holomorphy. 
Remark. The example of Josefson of a holomorphically convex domain 
which is not a domain of holomorphy (see 15, Appendix 1 ]) can be modified 
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to give a polynomially convex domain which is not is domain of 
holomorphy. Hence the hypothesis of the bounded approximation property 
cannot be removed in Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.13. 
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